
As the year ended, our portfolios were
rewarded for maintaining significant exposure
to the U.S. consumer, as Consumer
Discretionary posted the best S&P 500 sector
return of Q4 at nearly 10%. Meanwhile, the
U.S. yield curve continued to flatten, and

2017 Review

Global equity markets had a strong year in 2017 with the MSCI
ACWI Index returning nearly 24%. Positive equity market returns
were not a surprise last year, but the magnitude of the gains did
surpass our expectations, particularly given the overall modest
level of global economic growth.

In the U.S., post-election enthusiasm helped advance marginally
higher quarterly GDP growth in Q2 and Q3, driven in part by
inventory growth, though full-year 2017 growth still appears to be
on track for a moderate 2.3% gain. As shown in Figure 1, this
pace of growth is very much in line with the 2.2% average annual
GDP growth since 2010.

The backdrop of steady growth was favorable for several of our
U.S. equity sector exposures, including Information Technology,
a key overweight, and Financials, a position we established early
in the year. U.S. Financials also benefitted as the Federal
Reserve pushed up short-term interest rates. Longer-term rates,
which had dipped in the first half of the year, rebounded in the
back half on an uptick in inflation. The U.S. Energy Sector, a key
area of sector avoidance for our portfolios, posted negative
returns for the year, despite a rebound in Q4.

Our underweight of international equities was a drag on global
portfolios in 2017. Emerging markets led global equities,
reflecting, in part, improved economic sentiment and a weaker
U.S dollar. European equities also outperformed in U.S. dollar
terms as European economic growth essentially caught up with
the U.S. It took a rally by Japanese stocks in Q4 for Japan’s
equity market to match broad global market returns for 2017.

rising interest rates contributed to underperformance of the Real
Estate and Utilities Sectors in Q4 and for the year.

Politically, the Republicans finally achieved a material legislative
success with the passage of their tax reform package just before
Christmas. At the start of last year, we had anticipated tax
reform would take longer to push through than many expected,
but as a common goal of the Republican leadership in Congress
and the president, we believed it would get done. The initial
impact of this legislative achievement will be seen in 2018.

Outlook

As we look forward into this year, we expect continued economic
growth and equity market gains. While economic growth is
unlikely to accelerate in a sustained fashion, the recent changes
in U.S. tax policy should provide a significant near-term benefit to
corporate earnings. U.S. companies with high effective tax rates
in 2017 are obvious candidates for an earnings boost in 2018,
but the positive impact of the tax changes is likely to be broader
with the return of overseas earnings and other factors. A general
boost to earnings is a clear positive for the stock market, but U.S.
stock returns in 2017 were in part already anticipating the one-
time shift higher in corporate earnings.

nearly a decade of gradual expansion. However, for equities,
we have seen valuations increase in anticipation of tax reform,
and we believe U.S. earnings growth will follow and support
those valuations. These economic conditions and market
developments, in our view, make tax reform primarily a market
event rather than an economic event.

Longer term, many aspects of tax reform likely will take time to
play out and be fully recognized by the market. For example,
companies with large stockpiles of cash overseas will have
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The More Things Change…
A lot changed in 2017, but the trend of global economic growth did not. We expect modest economic
growth to continue in 2018 along with continued equity market gains. However, we also anticipate
sector opportunities and risks will be more pronounced as the economic cycle continues to mature.

Figure 1: Real U.S. GDP Growth Remains Modest

Modest Economic 
Growth Continues: 
The U.S. is on pace for 2.3% GDP
growth in 2017, and we expect a
similar trajectory in 2018.

Source: Bureau of Economic Analysis, WestEnd Advisors

Tax reform comes at a time when many
economic measures point to a mature
economic cycle. Much of the pent-up
demand, excess capacity, and slack in the
labor market that could fuel economic
reacceleration have been used up after
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who expect the U.S./Europe
valuation gap to close may be
implicitly assuming that
European Financials should
trade at a significant premium
to U.S. Financials, which we
see as highly unlikely given
the fundamental environment
described above.
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increased flexibility to invest that capital or return it to
shareholders. Other factors, like accelerated depreciation, sound
good, but their actual impact could be mitigated by the lower
corporate tax rate or limits on the deductibility of interest. With
these more nuanced aspects of tax reform, sector differentiation
is particularly important. For example, potential benefits of cash
repatriation are heavily concentrated in three sectors: Information
Technology, Health Care, and Consumer Staples. Figure 2
illustrates the sector distribution of cash held overseas for the 25
U.S. companies with the largest overseas cash holdings.

Separately, individual income-tax reform has the potential to
provide some additional consumer demand for goods and
services as many individuals should see a modest boost in
disposable income. While this is an incremental positive for
consumer-focused businesses, and may help further extend the
economic cycle, we do not believe this will have a sizable impact
on the overall pace of U.S. economic growth.

Financials – U.S. and Europe: The U.S. Financials Sector is
another area of the market poised to benefit from tax changes,
but it also has other positive drivers in our view. Moves by the
Trump Administration point to continued easing of regulatory
pressure for U.S. Financials. Additionally, rising short-term rates
should continue to boost profitability for many large U.S. banks,
while merger and acquisition activity—a key source of revenue
for big investment banks—is also likely to accelerate in 2018.

It is noteworthy that these tailwinds are specific to U.S.
Financials. European Financials lack these drivers. In fact, the
environment for the sector in Europe is almost the opposite of the
U.S. environment. Financial regulations are tightening in Europe
with implementation of the revamped Markets in Financial
Instruments Directive, or MiFID II, a set of revised financial
regulations that reportedly contains over 1.4 million paragraphs
(we haven’t counted ourselves). European financial firms are
also facing political and operational uncertainty due to Brexit,
Britain’s looming divorce from the European Union. Much of the
European Union’s financial infrastructure and workforce is

Figure 2: Large Overseas Cash Positions by Sector

Europe’s Valuation 
Gap is Structural: 
The Low-P/E Financials
Sector is over 20% of
Europe’s market, while the
high-P/E Technology Sector
is only 6%.

Figure 3: Europe’s Persistent Valuation Gap
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at a 14% discount to the U.S. (S&P 500).
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centered in London, and it remains unclear how this highly
interconnected sector will adjust to the post-Brexit divide in
Europe. Further, short-term interest rates in Europe remain
essentially nonexistent. The European Central Banks’ key policy
rate is pinned at zero for the foreseeable future, and Euro area
inflation readings have decelerated in recent months even as
core U.S. inflation has increased.

The contrast between U.S. and European Financials informs our
current view of European equities more broadly. A common
investment rationale for favoring European equities over U.S.
equities is the relative valuation gap. Europe does trade at a
discount relative to the U.S., but as illustrated in Figure 3, Europe
has traded at a similar discount for many years.

A key driver of this discount is the sector composition of
European equity markets: the largest sector in Europe is
Financials – typically a low-P/E sector. European Financials and
their 12.4x P/E account for about 21% of the MSCI Europe index,
almost 50% higher than the sector’s weight in the U.S.
Meanwhile, the largest sector in the U.S. is the 18.4x-P/E
Information Technology Sector, which accounts for about 24% of
the S&P 500 compared to just 5% of the MSCI Europe. Given
this significantly different sector mix, it makes sense to us that
Europe has consistently traded at a discount to the U.S. Those

U.S. Valuations: Even as the U.S. equity market’s valuation
premium compared to the European equity market looks
appropriate, we do acknowledge that the absolute level of U.S.
equity market valuations are elevated compared to historical
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The large absolute returns
for global equity markets in
2017 provided the
opportunity for WestEnd
portfolios to generate
strong gains without

levels. The forward P/E on the S&P 500, for example, is at a 15-
year high. That does not mean, however, that valuations are
overextended. We believe that context is important in judging
valuations. Because stocks and bonds compete for investor
capital, comparing equity valuations to bond valuations is one
way to gain some context. For example, if you invert the P/E
ratio of stocks, you get earnings over price, or the earnings yield
of equities, which can be compared directly to bond yields. The
current earnings yield for the S&P 500 based on expected
earnings over the next twelve months is 5.5% or 3.1 percentage
points above the yield on a 10-year Treasury. Equity valuations
have gone up compared to Treasuries since 2011, but, as
Figure 4 highlights, the current yield differential suggests equity
valuations remain low compared to their level in the decade-and-
a-half prior to the last recession/market downturn.

While we do not believe equity valuations are overextended, we
do expect volatility in the equity market will increase. Economic
data is likely to soften going forward. For example, the
downward progression of the unemployment rate has to slow as
the U.S. nears full employment. This reflects progress in the
cycle, rather than significant deterioration in economic
fundamentals, but could increase investor jitters. Legislative
stalemates and political uncertainty could also weigh heavily on
investors in 2018.

material exposure to the most market-sensitive areas of equity
and fixed income: U.S. Energy, U.S. Materials, emerging
markets equities, and high-yield debt. While we expect positive
equity-market returns to continue in 2018, we believe that
flexibility in portfolio positioning will be even more important. As
the global economic expansion continues to mature, evolving
sector and regional fundamentals should present not only risks
but opportunities for well-positioned portfolios in 2018.

Portfolio Positioning

Given our outlook for continued modest economic growth in the
U.S., we continue to favor U.S. sectors with positive secular and
cyclical trends to drive attractive earnings growth. Health Care
remains our largest U.S. sector overweight. The sector still
trades at an atypical discount to the broad market while offering
attractive earnings growth and a potential boost from earnings
repatriation. A combination of cyclical and secular drivers should
benefit Financials (e.g. rising interest rates and easing
regulation) and Information Technology (e.g. late-cycle
productivity investments and ongoing shift to online retail and
media). Consumer sectors should benefit from rising incomes,
driven by extension of the economic cycle, tax reform, and wage
gains.

We continue to avoid the most economically-cyclical U.S.
sectors, like Energy, Materials, and Industrials. We are also
avoiding the Real Estate and Utilities Sectors, which likely face
the strongest headwinds in a rising interest rate environment, as
they did in 2017. For portfolios with a fixed-income component,
we continue to mitigate the risk of inflation and rising rates with
an emphasis on short-duration securities, including floating-rate
and inflation-protected Treasury security allocations.

We maintain an underweight to international equities, especially
Europe, in global portfolios. This reflects our confidence in the
particular mix of sector opportunities we have in the U.S. versus
our continued concerns over cyclical and structural issues
abroad. Additionally, while we do not anticipate a sharp move
higher in the U.S. dollar in 2018, we do think that steady
economic growth coupled with normalizing monetary policy and
interest rates set the conditions for a stronger U.S. dollar. This,
in turn, creates a headwind to dollar-denominated international
equity returns, particularly Emerging Market equities, which have
a strong negative correlation with the value of the dollar.

Conclusion

We expect 2017’s modest economic growth will continue in
2018, along with continued gains in broad equity markets.
However, we anticipate market volatility will increase as the
economic cycle continues to mature, and that opportunities and
risks will be more pronounced across sectors, regions and asset
classes.

We believe WestEnd’s portfolios are well positioned for the
environment ahead, but we are always evaluating the
macroeconomic backdrop. We stand ready to adjust portfolio
positioning to capitalize on opportunities and to manage risks as
our macroeconomic and market outlooks evolve.

WestEnd Advisors Investment Team

January 16, 2018
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The Economic Cycle 
Continues to mature: 
Evolving sector and regional
fundamentals present not only
risks but opportunities.
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Figure 4: S&P 500 Earnings Yield Less 10-Yr. Treasury Yield
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This report should not be relied upon as investment advice or recommendations, and is not intended to predict the performance of any investment. These
opinions may change at anytime without prior notice. All investments carry a certain degree of risk including the possible loss of principal, and an investment
should be made with an understanding of the risks involved with owning a particular security or asset class. Portfolio characteristics and/or allocations are
generally averages and are for illustrative purposes only and do not reflect the investments of an actual portfolio unless otherwise noted. Portfolios that are
concentrated in a specific sector or industry may be subject to a higher degree of market risk than a portfolio whose investments are more diversified. While
every effort has been made to verify the information contained herein, we make no representation as to its accuracy.

The MSCI ACWI consists of 47 country indexes comprising 23 developed and 24 emerging market country indexes. The total return of the MSCI ACWI (Net)
Index is calculated using net dividends. Net total return reflects the reinvestment of dividends after the deduction of withholding taxes, using (for international
indices) a tax rate applicable to non-resident institutional investors who do not benefit from double taxation treaties. The MSCI Europe Index represents a
subset of the MSCI ACWI, comprising 15 developed market country indexes in Europe. The Standard and Poor’s 500 Stock Index includes approximately
500 stocks and is a common measure of the performance of the overall U.S. stock market. An index is unmanaged and is not available for direct investment.

Holdings, Sector Weightings, and Portfolio Characteristics were current as of the date specified in this presentation. The listing of particular securities should
not be considered a recommendation to purchase or sell these securities. While these securities were among WestEnd Advisors’ holdings at the time this
material was assembled, holdings will change over time. There can be no assurance that the securities remain in the portfolio or that other securities have
not been purchased. It should not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the performance of the securities
presently in the portfolio. Individual clients’ portfolios may vary. Upon request, WestEnd Advisors will provide a list of all recommendations for the prior year.
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